More information

It’s everyone’s
airshed

Read for more information here:
http://www.loganutah.org/residents/cons
ervation/air_quality/index.php

An airshed is a geographical limit for
air-quality standards. That means that
once pollution settles here, it has no
where to go.
Cache Valley is located between two
mountain ranges, the Bear River and
Wellsvilles. This creates a choking point for
air quality, especially during the winter
season when the air is dense.

When was the last
time you
idled?
in your
driveway?

in line at
the bank?
while
dropping
your kid off
at school?

http://health.utah.gov/enviroepi/healthyh
omes/epht/AirPollution_PublicHealth.pdf
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Did You Know?
We are idle free

Find out air quality conditions:
www.airnow.gov
http://www.brhd.org/item-1/180-airquality/530-protecting-your-health-1.html
Or you can call:
Megan Dettenmaier, Utah State University
Forestry Extension Educator, 435-797-8424
megan.dettenmaier@usu.edu
Utah Department of Health
801-538-6191
Bear River Health Department
435-792-6500

*Sign on the front page credit from
http://www.loganutah.org/residents/conservation/air_quality/index.php
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The air belongs to everyone
10,000 ft.

Cache Valley, 4,500 ft.

Do we pollute more
in Cache Valley?

What’s an inversion?
Inversions occur when cold air becomes trapped
below warm air and no interaction occurs between
the two layers. Cache Valley inversions trap
dangerous pollutants, as demonstrated below.
The City of Logan passed Ordinance No. 14-16 in
2014; this ordinance makes it illegal to idle for
more than 2 minutes.

No

. Relative to our population, we don’t
pollute more. We do face challenges with
ammonia concentrations (due to agriculture
producers). Ammonia, when combined with
other pollutants from cars, create a dangerous
chemical called ammonium nitrate. These
pollutants form PM2.5 and become trapped
due to our geography.

Sound complicated? It’s not.
Less idling = Healthier air.

What can I do?

During winter inversions:

•

Vehicles are responsible for
57% of emissions

Minimize vehicle trips, carpool, take
public transportation

•

Never idle your car for more than 30
seconds

•

Stay inside when the air quality is poor,
especially if you have children

•

Tell your family and friends about these
important health facts

•

Turn your car off at drive up windows

Homes, small businesses,
buildings are responsible for
32% of emissions

32%

11%

Industries are responsible
for 11% of emissions
Source: Salt Lake City air quality factsheet

aggravated by PM2.5, the particle that is
formed from the combination of vehicle
emissions and ammonia. PM2.5 is linked
to elevated risks for: lung cancer, heart
attack, low birth weight, diabetes,
breast cancer, brain damage, high
blood pressure, asthma, Alzheimer’s,
autism. Children are especially at risk.

But I’m healthy, why
should I care?
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57%

Air pollution impacts
(your) health
Many health risks are

Because air is a shared resource. We live
in a valley where we are prone to poor air
quality, and we all have a responsibility to
be good stewards of this valuable
resource... – and idling is illegal.

But isn’t it important to
warm up my car?
No. Auto manufacturers agree, the
most efficient way to warm up your car is
to drive it. Modern engines require no
more than 30 seconds of idling before
driving, even on the coldest of days.
If you need to clear your windshield, use
an ice scraper instead of idling your
vehicle.

